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Abstract 
While pyrite-type PtBi2 with face-centered cubic structure has been predicted to be a 
three-dimensional (3D) Dirac semimetal, experimental study on its physical properties 
remains absent. Here we report the angular-dependent magnetoresistance (MR) 
measurements of PtBi2 single-crystal under high magnetic fields. We observed extreme large 
unsaturated magnetoresistance (XMR) up to 11.2 million percent at T = 1.8 K in a magnetic 
field of 33 T, which surpasses the previously reported Dirac materials, such as WTe2, LaSb 
and NbP. The crystals exhibit an ultrahigh mobility and significant Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) 
quantum oscillations with nontrivial Berry’s phase. Analysis of Hall resistivity indicates that 
the XMR can be ascribed to the nearly compensated electron and hole. Our experimental 
results associated with the ab initio calculations suggest that pyrite PtBi2 is a topological 
semimetal candidate which might provide a platform for exploring topological materials with 
XMR in noble metal alloys.  
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Recent discovered three-dimensional (3D) Dirac and Weyl semimetals represent a new 
state of topological quantum matter. These materials are characterized with a linear energy 
dispersion in bulk and can be viewed as a “3D graphene”1,2,3,4,5. The Dirac point can be 
viewed as a pair of Weyl points coinciding in momentum space, protected by time reversal, 
space inversion as well as crystalline point-group symmetries
3,4,5,6
. Dirac semimetals can be 
evolved into Weyl semimetals when either time-reversal symmetry or space inversion 
symmetry is broken. Several materials have been confirmed to be Dirac semimetals, such as 
Cd3As2
7,8,9,10,11
and Na3Bi
12,13
. Besides, WTe2
14
, TaAs
15,16,17
, NbAs
18
, TaP
19
 and NbP
20
 have 
also been experimentally suggested to be the Weyl semimetals. The unique band structures 
of these materials result in peculiar quantum phenomena, such as ultra-high carrier 
mobility
21,22,23 
and very large non-saturating magnetoresistance (MR)
21,22
. For examples, in 
WTe2
14
, a MR of 13 million percent was observed at 0.53 K and         . In Cd3As2, the 
carrier mobility is up to                  at 5 K11. The MR of NbP can reach 8.1 
million at high field 60 T and 1.5 K
21
. These appealing transport properties have generated 
immense interests in both the condensed matter physics and potential application.  
  Discovering new Dirac materials with novel properties has become an important front in 
condensed matter and material sciences. Pyrite-type PtBi2 has been theoretically predicted to 
be a new 3D Dirac semimetal (DSM) by Gibson et al.
24
, it has a face-centered cubic structure 
with a broken inversion symmetry. The different C3 rotation eigenvalues result in band 
crossing and consequently a 3D Dirac point along the line -R, thus interesting physics or 
phenomena are expected in this noble alloy. Motivated by this prediction, we grew 
high-quality pyrite-type PtBi2 single crystals and carried out detailed magnetotransport study. 
We found that the temperature-dependent resistivity at various magnetic fields presents 
clearly the magnetic field-induced turn-on and plateau behavior at low temperatures. Under 
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magnetic field up to 33 T, we observed extreme large MR (XMR) up to 11.2 million at 1.8 K 
without any sign of saturation, which is higher than WTe2 and any other similar Dirac 
materials reported before
14,25,26
. Significant Shubnikov–de Hass (SdH) quantum oscillations 
develop at low temperatures which enables us to reconstruct the Fermi surface topology and 
provides insight on the nature of electronic structures in PtBi2. Analysis of Hall resistivity 
based on two-band model indicates that the XMR can be ascribed to the nearly compensated 
electron and hole with high mobility at low temperatures. Our experimental results 
associated with the ab initio calculation suggest that pyrite PtBi2 is a topological semimetal 
candidate with unique band structure that different from the previous topological semimetals. 
The cubic system PtBi2 crystallizes in a pyrite-type structure with a space group of     . 
The a, b, c axis are perpendicular to each other and the lattice parameters are       
      ，as shown in Fig. 1(a). The samples were prepared by the flux method and the 
detailed growing processes will be published elsewhere. The inset of Fig. 1(b) is the 
morphology of a crystal with (111) facet. Figure 1(b) shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
oriented with the scattering vector perpendicular to the (111) plane. Magnetotransport 
measurements were carried out in the (111) plane using both 16 T physical property 
measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design Inc) and the ∼35 T dc-resistive magnet at the 
China High Magnetic Field Laboratory (CHMFL) in Hefei.  
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FIG 1. (a) The crystal structure of pyrite-type PtBi2 with cubic symmetry and space group of     . Gray and 
cyan balls represent Pt atom and Bi atom, respectively. (b) The X-ray diffraction pattern of a pyrite-type 
PtBi2 single crystal. Inset: photo of a typical PtBi2 single crystal. 
 
Figure 2(a) describes the temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx of a 
sample from 2 K to 300 K at zero magnetic field. The resistivity exhibits highly metallic 
behavior with     (300K) = 40       and     (2K) = 24       , leading to an 
extremely large residual resistance ratio (RRR), R(300K)/R (2K) = 1667. This result indicates 
that the PtBi2 crystal studied here is high quality. The zero-field resistivity curve below 20 K 
can be well fitted by formula         
 , as shown in the inset of Fig.2(a), where the 
residual resistivity    is about         , which is 100 times lower than WTe2
14
, 35 times 
lower than NbP
21
, and comparable to that in highest-quality Cd3As2 crystals
27
. When a small 
magnetic field of 0.3 T is applied perpendicular to the (111) plane, the R-T curve displays a 
metal-insulator transition (MIT) driven by magnetic field (Fig. 2(b)) and develop a resistivity 
plateau at low temperature. The insulating behavior is enhanced significantly as the magnetic 
field increases. Such a “turn-on” and plateau behaviors at low temperatures in PtBi2 is very 
similar to those reported in other semimetals, such as WTe2
14,28
, NbP
21
, and LaSb
26
. To obtain 
the magnetic field dependence of MIT turn-on temperatures Tm and resistivity plateau 
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characteristic temperature Ti, we plot the       as a function of temperature, as shown in 
Fig. 2(c). The characteristic temperature Ti, i.e., the minimum of       curves, is almost 
unchanged as the magnet filed increases. On the contrary, the Tm, which is from        , 
increases significantly as the magnetic field increase. Such tendency is shown in the inset of 
Fig.2(c). Figure 2(d) is the inverse temperature dependence of        . By fitting the linear 
region between 1/Tm  1/T 1/Ti (red line) using                      , we obtain the 
activation energy gap   , which is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(d) as a function of the field. 
The Eg value increases monotonously as the magnetic field increases and reaches about 5.6 
meV at B = 16 T. 
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FIG 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx from 2 K to 300 K at zero magnetic 
field. Inset: The zero-field resistivity curve below 20 K can be well fitted by formula     
 
    . 
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(b)Temperature dependence of resistivity at various magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the (111) plane 
and current. (c) The       as a function of temperature. Inset: Magnetic field dependence of characteristic 
temperature Tm and Ti. (d) The inverse temperature dependence of       , the red lines are the fitting results 
by                         in               region. Inset: Magnetic field dependence of 
insulating gap value   .  
 
Figure 3(a) shows the MR under different temperatures with the field perpendicular to 
high symmetry (111) plane. An extremely large MR, [(R(B)-R(0))/R(0)]  100% ~ 1.12  
10
7
 % is observed under 33 T at 1.8 K, which is accompanied with clear Shubnikov-de Hass 
(SdH) quantum oscillations. This huge MR value is comparable to those in topological 
semimetals WTe2, LaSb and NbP, where the MR are respectively about 1.310
7 
% under 60 
T at 0.53 K
14
, ~1106 % at 9T26, and ~8.1 106 % under 62 T at 1. 5 K21. Such a large MR 
makes PtBi2 successively into the category of the largest MR materials. Considering that the 
MR of PtSn4
29
, the only noble metal alloy showing XMR previously, is just about 5105 % at 
1.8 K and 14 T, PtBi2 is definitely the first noble metal alloy with a MR on the scale of more 
than a million. Furthermore, the MR in PtBi2 does not reach a saturation up to 33 T. In 
addition to the large magnitude, following a conventional quadratic dependence in low fields, 
a linear MR is also observed in our PtBi2 single crystals from B=14 T up to 33 T. Such a 
linear field dependence for MR is also widely observed in these Dirac/Weyl semimetals. We 
have measured another sample with lower quality which shows RRR=524 and residual 
resistance   = 77      . The XMR of this sample is 3.3 million at 33 T with a saturation 
trend at high field range (not shown), indicating that the crystal quality is very crucial in 
boosting XMR. 
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FIG 3. (a) MR of PtBi2 under different temperatures with the field applied perpendicular to high symmetry 
(111) plane and current. (b) The SdH oscillation  xx plotted as a function of inverse field at different 
temperatures. The inset shows the Zeeman splitting of an oscillation peak at high field. Data at different 
temperatures has been shifted for clarity. (c) FFT spectra of SdH oscillations at different temperatures. (d) 
The amplitudes of the oscillatory component at various temperatures. The solid lines are fitting results of the 
Lifshitz-Kosevich formula. Inset: Dingle plot of the SdH oscillation associated with  and  band. (e) The 
Landau level indices extracted from the SdH oscillation plotted as a function of inverse field. 
 
In order to obtain more information on the electronic structure of the PtBi2, we have 
investigated the quantum oscillations at different temperatures with the field perpendicular to 
the high symmetry (111) plane. Figure 3(b) shows the SdH oscillation spectra of  xx in (111) 
plane after subtracting a third-order polynomial background. The oscillation amplitudes 
decrease gradually with increasing temperature. As shown in inset of the Fig.3 (b), the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra of SdH oscillations reveal two principal frequencies F = 
250 T and F = 850 T. The F peak emerges at about 10 K and increases rapidly upon cooling. 
According to the Onsager relation            , the cross section area of Fermi surface 
AF is determined to be 0.024Å
-2
 and 0.081Å
-2
 for  band and  band, respectively, indicating 
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a complicated Fermi surface. Additionally, we observed peak splitting behavior in the high 
field oscillations above B =16 T at T= 1.8 K. It can be clearly seen from the inset of Fig.3b 
which shows a peak splitting between 0.032 T
-1
 to 0.036 T
-1
. With increasing temperature 
above 15 K, the splitting gradually merges to single peak, implying an origin of Zeeman 
effect. Unfortunately, we are unable to separate the g factors through the Zeeman splitting 
since we are unable to separate electrons from different Fermi surface in SdH oscillations. 
We have further estimated the effective masses of electrons as shown in Fig. 3(c), by 
fitting the temperature dependence of oscillation amplitudes using the Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) 
formula: 
                
      
      
 
          
                
                             (1), 
where    is the Boltzmann constant,   is the Planck’s constant and       
   is the 
cyclotron frequency, with    the effective cyclotron mass at the Fermi energy. We get the 
effective cyclotron mass  
              , and  
              , respectively, 
with    is the bare electron mass. Correspondingly, the Fermi velocity        
  , is 
~1.58  105 m/s for  band and ~2.76  105 m/s for  band, thus the Fermi energy 
    
   
  is   
  ~ 90.7 meV and   
 
 ~ 292.4 meV. We have also analysis the quantum 
mobility, as shown in the inset in Fig. 3(c). In equation (1), the    is the Dingle temperature 
which is related to the quantum scattering lifetime    by            . The field 
dependence of the amplitude of quantum oscillations at fixed temperatures gives access to 
the Dingle temperature   
        and   
 
       . The corresponding quantum 
scattering lifetimes are   
                and   
 
             . The mobilities 
are estimated by     
   
  
 are   
                 and    
 
                , 
respectively.  
    The nature of Dirac electrons participating in quantum oscillations can be revealed from 
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the quantitative analysis of SdH oscillations. The nontrivial Berry phase is generally 
considered to be the key evidence for Dirac fermions and has been observed in other Dirac 
materials
30,31
. According to the Lifshitz-Onsager quantization rule
32
, the oscillations can be 
described by              
 
 
    , where F is the oscillations frequency and   is the 
phase shift. To extract the phase shift, a plot of the Landau index n vs 1/B then extrapolates to 
the phase shift on the n axis. For Dirac system with linear dispersion carries an extra   Berry 
phase, leading to phase shifts with   =0 in 2D system and ±1/8 in the 3D case. While for 
Dirac semimetals with time-reversal symmetry (e.g. PtBi2), an anomalous phase shift leads the 
value of phase shift   changed from ±1/8 to be ±5/8.33 Considering PtBi2 is a multi-band 
system and        , here the peak of the SdH oscillations should be defined as integer 
indices and the valley as half indices
34
. As shown in Fig. 4(e), the linear fitting of n vs. 1/B 
gives the intercept value 0.05  0.01 for  band, which is very close to zero and suggests a 
topological trivial Berry phase of  band, and -0.400.02 for  band (Fig. 3(e)], which is close 
to -5/8 and indicates a non-trivial Berry phase of  band.  
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FIG 4. (a) Magnetic field dependent of MR under different angle, the magnetic field rotated from [111] 
direction to the [0  1] direction parallel to the current in (111) plane. Inset shows the polar plot for the MR 
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under 16 T and 2 K. (b) SdH patterns at various angles plotted as a function of inverse field. (c) The angular 
dependence of the oscillation frequency derived from FFT analysis from (b). The solid lines are the fits to 
the Fermi surfaces using 2D Fermi surface and 3D ellipsoid Fermi surface model. 
 
Figure 4(a) shows the angular-dependent MR with tilting the magnetic field from [111] 
direction ( = 0) to the        direction ( =90) parallel to the applied current in the (111) 
plane. The MR decreases dramatically from 1.12107 % to 2104 % at       , indicating a 
significant anisotropic MR with amplitude ratio up to 5.6104 %. Such large 
angular-dependent MR behavior has been observed in WTe2
14
 and Cd3As2
21
 and suggests 
potential applications in electric devices
21
. The full range angular dependent MR at 16 T is 
shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a), where a two-fold rotation symmetric pattern can be clearly 
seen. Figure 4(b) shows the SdH oscillation spectra at different angles after subtracting the 
smooth background. The SdH oscillations can be observed in all angles, indicating an 
anisotropic 3D character of Fermi surface in PtBi2. Figure 4(c) shows the angular 
dependencies of F and F. The frequencies of  band involve a non-monotonic behavior as 
the field tilted from       direction to the applied current direction in the (111) plane, 
indicating the complex contour of the Fermi surface of this band. We here just consider the 
-band by fitting the F with both 2D Fermi surface model and 3D standard ellipsoid Fermi 
surface model, and find that the 3D ellipsoid FS can reproduce the data better, consistent 
with expectation of anisotropic 3D FS.  
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density     . Inset: the ratio of       at low temperatures. (d) Temperature dependence of the 
mobility  
   
.  
 
To further investigate the transport properties of PtBi2, we systemically measured the 
Hall resistivity at different temperatures. Several selected curves are shown in Fig. 5(a) and 
5(b). Above 30 K, the Hall resistivity      is positive, indicating the hole-type carriers 
dominate the transport behavior. When lowering temperatures, the Hall resistivity keeps 
positive at low field but becomes negative in slope at higher fields, indicating a multiband 
effect in PtBi2. For simplicity, here a typical two-band model was used to describe the Hall 
effect in the full temperature range, 
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 ,                       (3) 
where the   ,   ,    and    are the carrier concentrations and mobilities of electron and 
hole, respectively. The obtained      and      as a function of temperature are shown in 
Fig. 5(c) and 5(d). It can be found that both nh and ne decrease monotonically with 
decreasing temperature with a opposite trend of     . At 2 K, the carriers concentration 
reaches              
        and              
      . Such densities are 
similar to the WTe2,
14
 LaSb
26
, but two orders higher than the Cd3As2,
11
 NbP,
21
 and NbAs
35
. 
We note that, , the ratio of       in PtBi2 is also close to one below 30 K, indicating that 
the carriers of holes and electrons are nearly compensated in low temperature range which is 
similar to WTe2
14
 and NbAs
33
. We now turn to the classical transport mobility extracted from 
Hall resistivity. Above 30 K, the transport mobility for both carriers shows weak temperature 
dependence. However, as temperature decreases to 2 K, the mobility increases dramatically 
to                   and                    for hole and electron, respectively. 
This value is lower than NbP and Cd3As2, but comparable to WTe2, LaSb, NbAs and TaAs. 
However, our MR ratio is higher than these materials and thus we inferred that the extremely 
large RRR (~1667) in our PtBi2 may play an important role in boosting the highest XMR. 
Additionally, we note that the Hall mobility is about two orders higher than the quantum 
mobility obtained from the SdH oscillations. Such a deviation has been observed in other 
topological semimetals, such as Cd3As2
11
 and NbAs
35
, et al., and might be associated with 
the different scattering processes. It is known that the quantum mobility is sensitive to all 
angle scattering processes while the classical transport mobility is only susceptible to large 
angle scattering process. The ratio         is a measure of the relative importance of small 
angle scattering. According to the aforementioned experimental results, the transport 
lifetimes     
   
 
 for the two pockets can be estimated to be    
              and 
14 
 
    
 
              . The large ratio of            , suggests that the backward 
scattering is reduced severely and the small angle scattering is dominated in PtBi2. 
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FIG 6. (a) and (b) The ab initio band structure and bulk Fermi surface of pyrite-type PtBi2. (c) Schematic 
illustration of the semimetal hosted by pyrite-type PtBi2. The pink and yellow colors corresponds to (b), and 
label the electron and hole bands, respectively. “L-e”, “L-h” and “H-e” label the light electron, light hole 
and heavy electron with small and large effective mass, respectively.  
To further understand the transport properties and verify the Dirac physics in PtBi2, we 
have carefully performed ab initio calculation to obtain the electronic structure. The band 
structure is calculated by density function theory (DFT) and fully relaxed atomic coordinates. 
As the result shown in Fig. 6, there are three pockets, including two electron pockets locating 
around Γ point and R point respectively, and one hole pocket crossed by the Γ-M line 
(Actually, there are 12 hole pockets in the first Brillouin zone, but they are equivalent and 
can be counted one.). The coexistence of electron and hole is consistent with the Hall 
resistivity results. However, only two Fermi pockets have been identified from the FFT 
spectra of SdH oscillations (shown in Fig. 3). The reason might lie in the fact that the 
electrons from this pocket has much larger effective cyclotron mass, which is estimated to be 
10 times of the effective mass of the hole band, i.e. 6.4 m0, from the band structure, and 
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respond insensitively to the external magnetic field, and thus cannot identified from the FFT 
spectra of SdH oscillations. From Fig. 6 (a), we find that there is a Dirac point located about 
~230 meV below the Fermi level, which is close to our aforementioned experimental fitting 
result of   
 
 ~ 292.4 meV. Meanwhile, the band top of the hole band to the Fermi level is 
about 130 meV, which is also close to   
  ~ 90.7 meV. This result also indicates the   and 
  Fermi pockets correspond to the hole pocket and electron pocket around R point, 
respectively. Such correspondence also coincides with the angular dependence of the 
oscillation frequency in Fig. 4 (c) that the   pocket is anisotropic while    pocket can be 
approximately described by ellipsoid. Finally, we plot a schematic diagram in Fig. 6 (c) to 
summarize all the key features of the Dirac semimetal of pyrite-type PtBi2 with both 
experimental measurements and ab initio calculation. It is clear that there are two electron 
pockets from the linear semimetal band and normal quadratic band respectively, and a hole 
pocket from the normal quadratic band. This unique band structure is different to the well 
studied Cd3As2, WTe2, TaAs and NbP, and should be related with the observation of 
extremely LMR in PtBi2. 
In conclusion, we have grown high-quality pyrite-type PtBi2 single crystals and 
performed systemically quantum transport experiments under high magnetic fields. When 
beyond a critical magnetic field, the resistivity exhibits “turn-on” behavior and a plateau at 
low temperature range, which results in an extremely large MR of 11.2 million percent at T = 
1.8 K and       . Such a large MR is even higher than WTe2, LaSb and any other Dirac 
semimetals reported before. The crystals exhibit an ultrahigh mobility and clear 
Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) quantum oscillations. Analysis of quantum oscillations and Hall 
resistivity provide detailed electronic structure information of PtBi2, including the multiband 
characteristics, non-trivial Berry’s phase that are consistent with our ab initio calculation, 
16 
 
and provide evidence that PtBi2 is topological semimetal candidate.  
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